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Abstmct-Based on Lekhnitskii-EshelbyStrolr (LES) representation and perturbation analysis, 
analytic solutions are given for displacement and stress fields of two anisotropic half-planes, forming 
a composite biiterial, with a perturbed-interface crack. Among various mathematical models 
representing real cracks, the “thin cut” model is of special interest, since it requires the simplest 
mathematical methods in its study. However, the model does not reflect some of the progerties of 
actual cracks, in particular the crack should be uneven. When the lateral stresses, parallel to the 
interface, dominate in the fracture mechanism, the thin-cut model cannot reveal any stress inten- 
sifying phenomenon, while many failures, occurring in the interfaces of thin-Iihn and substrate or 
fiber and matrix, are always induced by crucial lateral stresses. For these reasons, the unevenness 
effect of crack faces must be taken into account to determine the practical stress intensity factors 
for predicting the interface fracture behavior. A modified crack with smoothly perturbed surfaces 
ensures good agreement with reality, while retaining the simplicity of the mathematical model. 
Mathematically, we consider the elastic problem of a perturbed-interface crack lying along the 
interfaue of two bonded dissimilar anisotropic half-planes and the uniform far-field stresses are 
specifted. When the lateral stresses are much larger than others, the solutions am determined to the 
first-order of unevenness to understand how the lateral stresses affect the stress intensity factors as 
the crack face is uneven. 0 1997 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 

INTRODUCTION 

The fact motivating the present work is that the interface structures of fiber and matrix or 
thin film and substrate will always fail or debond under certain crucial lateral stresses. This 
fracture behavior is very difficult to be analyzed, if the interface crack is traditionally 
assumed to be a flat thin-cut. Mathematically, the stress intensity factors are never affected 
by the lateral stresses, provided that the interface crack is a thin-cut. In this paper, this 
difficulty can be solved by assuming that the interface cracks are slightly perturbed from a 
straight line and the stress intensity factors are also presented to show the effect induced by 
the lateral stress. In a recent paper, Chen and Hsu (1995) presented analytic solutions for 
perturbed-interface cracks in isotropic half-spaces consisting of dissimilar materials. In the 
present paper, we will extend the study to the anisotropic bimaterials. 

The configuration of the interesting problem, with a non-dimensionalized Cartesian 
coordinate system (x1,x,), is depicted in Fig. 1. The interface is outlined by two straight 
bonded lines and a perturbed-interface crack, which are defined mathematically by 

C, : x2 = 0 ; x, E( - cc, - l] u [l, co) bonded lines, (1) 

C,:x, =~Y+(x~);xi~(--l,l) uppersurfaceofcrack, (2) 

C,:x, =&Y_(x,);x,E(-1,l) lowersurfaceofcrack, (3) 

where 

Y+(x*)- Y-(x,) 2 0, 

Y&(+1) = 0 

1235 

(4) 

(5) 
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6: 

Fig. I. Schematic of regularly perturbed-interface crack between anisotropic bimaterials 

Fig. 2. Schematics of holes with cusps. 

and E is a small parameter, which is so designed in (2) and (3) that the unevenness of the 
crack faces is slight. As E tends to zero, the perturbed-interface crack degenerates into a 
straight crack of length 2. The functions Y,, together with their derivatives, are designated 
to be continuous in order to avoid any additional singularity except at x, = + 1. 

A perturbed-interface crack is called “regular” if 

y’*(&l) = 0, (6) 

which ensures the existence of cusps at x = _t 1. For such a case, the perturbation procedure 
used is a regular one in that all asymptotic expressions are uniformly valid throughout the 
region of interest. 
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LES representation, presented by Suo (1990) and perturbation analysis are the basic 
concepts which were used to formulate and study the problem considered in this paper. 
Homogeneous and general Hilbert’s problems are obtained as in Clements (1971) for 
solving the perturbed-interface cracks, but the functions Y, appearing in the Hilbert’s 
problems must be known a priori, otherwise only complicated integral forms could be 
found. Hence, a special case simulating practical failure is chosen to demonstrate the solving 
process and give some referable results. The corresponding stress intensity factor will be 
determined to the first-order as the crucial lateral stresses dominate the failure. 

LEKHNITSKII-ESHELBY-STROH (LES) REPRESENTATION 

The equivalence of those somewhat different formulations used by Lekhnitskii (1963) 
Eshelby et al. (1953) and Stroh (1958) in solving anisotropic elasticity problems was proved 
by Suo (1990). Referring to this LES representation, the interesting problem considered in 
the present paper could be formulated with the following equations for displacements uj, 
stresses ci, and resultant forces on an arc Ti. 

-- 

-- 
T,(z) = {Ti(z)), = -Lf&)-Lfd& (8) 

t,(Z) = {Q2jCz)}M = LciC(z) +LM ZCz)9 (9) 

Here and generally in this paper, Greek suffixes a could be 1 or 2 as a material index 
indicating that the field quantities belong to upper (a = 1) or lower (a = 2) half planes and 
Latin suffix i and j could be 1, 2 or 3 as component indices. The vector function 
fa(z) = If, (z,),fi(z,),f3(z3)]~; superscript T stands for transpose, is holomorphic in the 
arguments z, = x+pjy and uj are three distinct complex numbers with positive imaginary 
parts, which can be solved as roots of the sixth-order polynomial shown below. 

12 w4 (CL) - v3 WI’ = 03 (11) 

where 

and spq; P, q = l-6 are conventional compliancies to relate the stress vector 
{c,} = [aI 1, g22, O33, 623, ~7~,, cr,21T and the strain vector {sP} = [all, s22, s33, 2&23, 2~~, 2c121T as a 
Hooke’s law. (11) had been proved to have no real root, and the roots are also assumed to 
be distinct in the present paper as they were in some other literatures. The six roots form 
three complex conjugate pairs, from which three ,uj with positive imaginary parts can be 
selected. Also ,u~ = [,u, , p2, p3]:, ((Q) = diag[p,, ,u2, p31cr ; diag[] denotes a diagonal 
matrix. The elements of the matrices A and L are given by 

I --PI -P2 -P3113 

L=l 1 v3 1 (12) ---?I --‘12 -1 

and 
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forfl= 1,2and 

(13.1) 

(13.2) 

(13.3) 

(13.4) 

(13.5) 

(13.6) 

where 

98 = -4(&dl&(PLg) (B = 192) v3 = -~3(P3)/~4(cL3) 

The matrices A and L shown above have been proved to be non-singular under the 
assumption that the roots of the characteristic equation are distinct and a positive-definite 
Hermitian matrix B derived from the inner product of A and L has been defined as 

B = iAL_~‘. (14) 

The matrix B has appeared in many solutions and it is named the surface admittance tensor, 
the inverse of surface impedance tensor and was investigated in sufficient detail by Barnett 
and Lothe (1985) to facilitate the analysis of the Rayleigh and Stoneley wave problem. For 
convenience, a positivedefinite Hermitian matrix H involving bimaterial elastic constants 
is defined as 

H = B, +B;. (15) 

Throughout the paper, the matrices B and H will appear in some of the main solutions. 
With the expressions of field quantities in (7)-(lo), the perturbed-interface crack 

problem can be formulated to provide a solution. The structure of anisotropic bimaterial 
is here subjected to uniform far-field stresses. The interface between the two media involves 
two parts, one is the bonded part including x1 d - 1 and x, b 1 to be named C, and the 
other is the perturbed-interface crack in - 1 < x, < 1 x x, between - 1 and 1 which will be 
replaced by x: in the following sections of this paper to distinguish the perturbed part from 
the bonded part. It is assumed that along C, the interface is perfectly bonded so that we 
obtain two continuity equations as shown in (16) and (17). 

-__ 
T,(~)=T,(z);i.e.L,f,(z)+L,f,(z)=L,f~(z)+L,f,(z), 

.____ 
u,(z) = u,(z);i.e. A,f,(z)+A, f,(z) = A,f,(z)+A,f,(z). 

(16) 

(17) 

The continuity equation (17) can be rearranged with the aid of (16) as 

L,f,(z) = H-‘(BZ+K)L2f2(z)+H-‘(&B2)L, f,(z). (18) 

Besides, the traction-free condition is assumed along the crack faces. From (8) we then 
have two condition equations : 

Lf,(z)+b f,(z) = 0, (19) 

T,(z) = T2(z) = 0; 
-__ 

L*f* (z) + L, f,(z) = 0, (20) 

where z is along the crack faces. 
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PERTURBATION ANALYSIS 

Based on the perturbation theory, the complex function vectors f,(z) could be rewritten 
as f,(z ; E) after involving the perturbation variable E and they can be expressed in powers 
of&as 

C(z) = f,(z;a) -“~O$f&) = f&)+&l(z)+~~~~. (21) 

With (21), the continuity conditions (16) and (18) along the bonded portions of the 
interface can be expanded as 

-- - 
L,(f:,(x,)+&f:,(X,)+,...,)+L,(flo(xl)+&fll(X,)+,...,) 

-- - 
= LZ(f2+0(X1)+EfZ:(X,)+;..,)+L2(f~~(X1)+&f2;(X1)+,...r) (22) 

and 

L,(f:,(x,)+Ef:l(XI)+,... ,) = H-‘(B,+B,)L,(f,+,(x,)+&f,:(x,)+;..,) 
--- 

+H-‘(B1-B2)L,(flo(xl)+Efll(xI)+,...,), (23) 

where 

f:,(x,) = li_li* fdz), 

G&3) = liq f2&), 
x* -0 

K<xd = .‘iy* fdz), 
2 

fg (x,) = lim fZn(z). (24) 
X2-O 

The upper and lower crack faces are simulated by Y, (x7) and Y_ (XT), respectively, 
such that along them the arguments of the complex functions will be 

and 

on Y, zj = zi*= x7+/ljx* =x~+EPjY+(X?);PjEP1 (25) 

on Y_ Zj=Zj*=Xf+cL/.Xz =X~+&~jY_(X~);CLJlE~~~ 

Thus, the functions f,,(z*) and f&z*) can be expanded as follows : 

f&*) = f:,(X:)+&Y+(x:)((~Ll))fl:n(X:)+O(&Z) 

(26) 

(27) 

and 

f*n(z*) = f,‘,(X:)+&Y-(x:)((~2))f2+,(X:)+O(&2). (28) 

The condition equations (19) and (20) are then expanded with the aid of (27) and (28) 
along the crack faces. 

L, {f:o(X:)+&[Y+(X:)((~LI))~:O(X:)+f:1(X:)l+O(&2)} 
-- - 

+L,~~~~(~:)+E[Y+(X:)((CL~))~~O(X:)+~~~(X:)I+O(~~)~ = 0 (29) 

and 
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L2{f:O(XT)+&[Y-(XT)((~2))~:O(X:)+f:l(~T)l+~(&Z)} 
-- 

+L2(f20(XT)+&IY-(X:)<(~*))~ZO(X:)+f2;(X:)l+~(&2)3 = 0. (30) 

From (22), (23), (29) and (30), we have two groups of equations corresponding to the 
orders of so and E’ as follows : 

~“L,f:,(x,)+L, f,(x,) = L,f:o(.u,)+L,f,(,~,), (31) 

L,f:,(x,) = H~‘(BZ+Bz)Lzf:,~(x,)+H-‘(B;-BZ)L, f,,(x,), (32) 

L,f:o(xi)+L, f,,,(xT) = 0 (33) 

and 

L,f& (XT) + L, fro 0:) = 0, (34) 

E’L,f:,(x,)+L, fF,(x,) = L2f,+,(.h-,)+L,f;,(.v,), (35) 

L,f:,(x,) = Hmm’(B~+Bz)L2f:,(x,)+H--‘(B,-B,)L, f;,(x,), (36) 

L,f:,(x:)+L, f;l(x:)+ y+(x:)[L,((~,))f:o(xT)+L,((~,>>Plo(,~T)l = 0 (37) 

and 

L2f:,(XT)+L2 f2;(xT)+ r-(X:)[L2(~~2~~fl~o(x:)+L?~~~~~~fl?O(.~:)l = 0, (38) 

where eqns (31), (32), (35) and (36) come from the continuity conditions along the bonded 
interface and eqns (33), (34), (37) and (38) from the traction-free conditions on the crack 
faces. 

BASIC SOLUTION TO THE ORDER OF i:” 

Interface cracks without perturbed faces in anisotropic materials have been discussed 
by many authors [e.g. Gotoh (1967), Clements (1971), Willis (1971), Ting (1986, 1990), 
Bassani and Qu (1989), Tewary et al. (1989) Suo (1990) Wu (1990), Ni and Nemat- 
Nasser (1991) and Qu and Li (199 l)]. The solution obtained in this section has a similar 
result to those presented by those authors, but the applied stresses are remotely located. 
The solution is referred to as the zeroth order effect in perturbation analysis. 

Equations (31), (32), (35) and (36) can be incorporated as follows : 

L,fL(xI)-L*f*k(x,) = L2GAx,)-L, f,k(X,) (39) 

and 

L,f:&,) = H ‘(BzfBz)Lzf2+k(x,)+H-‘(BI-B2)L, f,k(x,), (40) 

wherek=O, 1. 
Keeping (39) and (40) in mind, two new complex vector functions O,(z) and mk(z) are 

designated to be 
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@/c(z) = Llfl/m --L* f*&) 

= L&(Z) -L, fur(Z) 

1241 

(41) 

and 

--- 
= H-‘(Bz +B;)L,f,,(z)+H-‘(&B,)L, flk(z). (42) 

With the aids of (39) and (40), Ok(z) and Ok(z) can be proved to satisfy the equalities 
0: (x,) = 0; (x,) and CJ~ (x,) = CD; (x1). Then, we can conclude that Ok(z) and f&(z) are 
holomorphic vector functions in the whole complex plane cut along - 1 to 1 on real axis 
and the functions f,,(z) and f,,(z) can be expressed in terms of Ok(z) and Ok(z). 

Lfdz) = %(& (43) 

L, flk(z) = R-lH~k(~)-ii-l(B, +B#$(z), (44) 

L2fZk(z) = 8-‘HQk(z)+R-‘(B, -BZ)Ok(z) (45) 

and 

L fd4 = %(z) -@!m. (46) 

Manipulations between (33) and (34) will show us two relation equations of 0,+(x?) 
and 0; (XT) and of 0: (XT) and @; (xf). Equation (33) subtracted from (34) yields 

Lf:o(x:) -L fdxi)l- LGo(x:) -L, f,M)l = 0, (47) 

and adding the two eqns (33) and (34) yields 

L,f:,(x:)+L, f,(X:)+L2f2+O(XT)+L* f&(x:) = 0. (48) 

With the definition in (41), (47) reveals the first relation between @,‘(xf) and 0,(.x?), 
which is that 

0; (XT) - 0, (XT) = 0. (49) 

Using (43)-(46), (49) and the definition in (42), (48) reduce to the second relation between 
@,‘(xf) and @& (x7) as 

aP,+ (x:) + I%- ‘H@,, (x:) = R- ’ (BZ + BZ)OO+ (x:). (SO) 

With the same procedures which were used to find (49) and (50), manipulations between 
(37) and (38) also give us two relations of 0,’ (XT) and 0,(x:) and of @0+(x?) and 
@,(x7) as 

@:tm--Ortx:) = - y+txt)[L,((~,))f’:,tx:)+L,((C1,))flotx:)l 

+ y- tx:)L(<P*)Y%tx:) +GG))f,tm (51) 

and 
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@;(x:)+ii-‘HQ,;(xf) = fi-‘(B,+B,)O;(x:) 

- y+(x:)[L,((~,))~:,(x:)+L,(<~,))~,(x:)l. (52) 

Equations (49) and (50) will be used to find the solution to the order of so, (51) and (52) 
were then used to find the solution to the order of s’. (49) and (50) are the homogeneous and 
general Hilbert’s problems, respectively. Referring to the solutions of Hilbert’s problems in 
England (1971) these problems can be solved without further difficulties. After obtaining 
the basic solution to the order of so, the solution to the order of E’, however, can be solved 
from (51) and (52) when the profile of the perturbed-interface crack Y&(x*) is given. At 
first, the solution to the order of so must be solved because it is valid for different types of 
perturbed-interface cracks, hence, it is named basic solution. 

Because 0: (x,) = 0; (x,), 0: (x?) = 0; (xf) in eqn (49) and the remote stresses are 
constant, the potential vector function @,(z) must be the form of 

O,(z) = lz, (53) 

where I is a complex constant vector. 
From (43) and (44) we have 

ak(z) = L, f&) = ii-‘HQk(z)-ii-‘(B, +B*)&(z). 

Taking the product of (54) with the matrix R from the left side, it becomes 

R,(z) = H@,(z) - (BZ +&)0,(z) 

(54) 

(55) 

and its functional conjugate form is 

H@,Jz) = i%&(z) - (B,+B,)O,(z). (56) 

Comparing (56) with (55) we have 

O,(z) = -@l&(z). (57) 

Hence, from the knowledge of (53) 1 is a pure imaginary vector. 
According to the similar research for the Hilbert’s problem in Suo (1990), the homo- 

geneous solution to (50) is 

(58) 

where a, b and c are complex constants, while the constant vectors w and w3 and the 
constant scalar e are found to form three distinct eigenpairs 

(59) 

satisfying 

iiw = e’“‘Hw, Rw, = Hw3. (60) 

Referring to the appendix in Ting (1986), the eigenroot e in (60) can be found. 
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J-h- 
l+C 

e=2n l-5’ 

1243 

(61) 

where c = [-~tr(M)z]“2 and M = i(H-R)(H+R)-‘. 
The vectors w and w) have the orthogonal properties in the sense 

wTHw = wTHw3 = $vTHw, = 0 (62) 

and orthogonality conditions involving fi can be obtained by taking the complex con- 
jugation of the above. 

With the obtained functions O,(z) = lz in (53), we have 0,+(x:) = Ix: to substitute 
into (50) for determining the particular solution g(z). After involving the particular 
solution, the complete solution to (50) would be 

O,(z) = (z’ - 1) l’* [~~~~+b*~~~~+c*,]+~+~)-1(~2+~)~z. (63) 

So far, the zeroth order potential functions &,(z) and Q,(z) are both obtained, then with 
(43)-(46) we can also find f,,,(z) and f*,,(z) for deriving the physical quantities to the zeroth 
order from (7)-(10). 

In order to determine the complex constants u, b and c, we derive the expression of 
the remote stress vector (c$), from (9). 

-- 
(Gj)1 = {"2j(z>> 1 Ir-rm = [bf;o(z)+L, r,,(z)1 I- = P6(z)+Q)bWl IL--rc9 

= (1 +A-‘)(aw+m)+2cw,, (64) 

where a = ldand c is real, due to that (@i is a real vector and 1= e2en. 
The constants a, b and c then can be found by taking inner products of (64). 

a= 
R=H(a~), 

(l+il-‘)*=Hw’ 
b=l-ln and c=wTH(a%. 

2w;Hw, 
(65) 

For proving the identity (cc$), = (oz)* = u$, we can derive the expression of (05)~ from 
(9) and (45) with the same procedures used to find (64), then we can find the two expressions 
are identical. On the other hand, the expressions of (~;)i and (a;)* are also derived to be 
shown below in order to find the relationship among the remote stresses. 

t&y>, = {-Ll((~l>>f;o(z)-~((Ll>>r;,(z)} I-2 

= -{L1((~,))L;‘(aw+l-‘~+cw,)+L1<<C1,))Lt’(~+I-’aw+cw3) 

+ [L, ((~1 ))L;’ -L,((ih)L;‘l(R-+H)-‘@2 +B,Y} VW 

and 

<~iy>* = { -L*~~~*~~f;o~~~-~Lz(~~~~f;o~~~~ IP’CC 

-- 
= - {L2((~2))L;‘(~--law+~+cw,)+L2~<~2~~Llr~~-1~+~+~,~ 

- 
+[~2((pLz))W --L~<<~&E%B+W-IBI +B2)0. (67) 

There are some identities in the Stroh formalism of anisotropic elasticity derived in Ting 
(1988). These identities are useful in obtaining a real form solution to two-dimensional 
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anisotropic elasticity problems. One of the identities will be utilized to simplify (66) and 
(67) and is shown below : 

L((P,))L’ = NZl -iN3B, (68) 

and other identities are also derived here with the aid of (68) for the simplification purpose. 

[L, <<A ))L; ’ -L,(h ))Li ‘l(~-tW’(b +W = -i2N,,(L +L) ’ (69) 

and 

[L,((p,))L; ’ -Lz((~?))L2’](R+H)-~‘(B, +B,) = -i2Nz,(L, +L*)-‘. (70) 

Here, in (68), (69) and (70), L, is one of the three real matrices H, L, S, first introduced by 
Barnett and Lothe (1973), which is symmetric and positive definite. While N,, and N,,, 
derived in Ting (1988), are presented as follows. 

where 

A = s^, ,&, -(s^,,)’ > 0, 

Y ,,, = (-s^ss~,,,,+s^,~~s,,)/A (m = 6,2,4), 

.c,, = (s^, s&r - 3, I s^s,,,)jA (m = k&4). 

In the above, the reduced elastic compliance 

S,, = .s,,y-s,ls is13 ,_ 3q ,__ (72) 

is derived by letting 

E3 = 0 = i s3pq (73) 
y=l 

from the Hooke’s law for the two-dimensional deformations. And solving for g3 from (73), 
we have 

(74) 

Since 

gP3 = g3, = 0 for anyp, (75) 

there is, in fact, no need to exclude q = 3 in the summation of (74). Likewise, there is no 
need to exclude p = 3 in (74) because it reduces to a trivial identity when p = 3. The matrix 
s considered as a 6 x 6 matrix has zero elements on the 3rd column and the 3rd row. If we 
remove the 3rd column and the 3rd row, the reduced 5 x 5 matrix 9 can also connect the 
5 x 1 matrices 6 and 0 which are obtained, respectively, by deleting from 0 and E the third 
element. (74) is equivalent to 
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1= Ss. (76) 

Hence, with (68), (69) and (70), the expressions (66) and (67) can be simplified to be 

(CT;), = -{N~,o~+2N1,Im[B,(uw+;1-‘~+cw3)]-i2N,3(LI+L2)-1I} (77) 

and 

(c;)~ = -{N~,a~+2N~,Im[B,(I-1aw+b~+cw,)]-i2N23(L1+L2)~’Z}. (78) 

Because the second rows of the 3 x 3 matrices N;F, and NE3 are (- l,O, 0) and (O,O, 0), 
respectively, the second components of the vector equations (77) and (78) are trivial 
identities. Therefore, we can simplify (77) and (78) again by reducing the 3 x 3 matrices N,, 
and N,, to a 3 x 2 matrix ncr, and a 2 x 2 matrix nm3, respectively. 

(79) 

and with the proved identity Im[B,(aw + il-‘iifi + cw3)] = Im[B,(A-‘aw + tiiF+ cw3)], which 
can be carried out easily with (60) eqns (77) and (78) are then expressed as 

and 

(80) 

(81) 

Here, CJ, and t3 are the first and the third components of the vector ImfB,(aw + I-‘t%V + cw,), 
as well as 9i and Q3 are the first and the third components of the vector (L,+L,)-‘I, 

- ’ respectively. Then, letting n, 3 (80) be subtracted by n,’ (8 l), we have the relation equation 
among the far-field stresses as 

where 

The relation equation (82) can be verified by the same result presented in Bassani and Qu 
(1990) and Qu and Bassani (1993). It has a concise form with the reduced elastic compliances 
S as 
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When the materials are both isotropic, then (83) will reduce to 

(84) 

which agrees with Rice and Sih (1965). 

SOLUTION TO THE ORDER OF E’ 

Equations (51) and (52) can be used to find the solution to the order of E’ for any 
interesting perturbed-interface crack if the profiles of crack Y, (x7) is known. In this section, 
the regular case named holes with cusps (Y, - Y_ B 0) is examined. In this case the profile 
of the perturbed-interface crack will be simulated with 

Y, (XT) = (1 -x*:)3/2 and YP (x:) = 6(1 -x*:)~‘~, (85) 

where -1 g6< 1. 
The functions selected in (85) have some characteristics. The power 3/2 ensures that 

the crack faces have vanishing derivatives at rt 1, and makes such cracks regular. The 
parameter 6 involved in the expression of Y- can create some different configurations of 
regularly perturbed-interface cracks with its changeable values. Moreover, the expressions 
of the crack faces, which are used here to simulate the regularly perturbed-interface cracks 
for the purpose of demonstration, are essentially simple and useful to make the desired 
solutions easy to be carried out, without loss of generality. 

As the study by Chen and Hsu (1995), the effect induced by the lateral far-field stresses 
will only exist in the first-order solution for the perturbed-interface crack. When the lateral 
far-field stresses are much more crucial than o$, then the first-order solution becomes an 
important consequence in the stress intensity factors. On the other hand, the effect induced 
by o$ in the first-order solution is therefore ignorable, because the zeroth-order solution 
which is resulted only by a$ can take over the whole concern for rr;.. Hence, in the following 
study only the lateral far-field stresses are involved in the derivation of first-order solution. 
Absolutely, such a simplification also makes the deriving process and the final solution 
elegant and delicate. 

With the selected functions in (85) and the obtained zeroth-order solutions (51) and 
(52) can be presented as 

o:(x~)--o;(x:) =(l-x*:)3’Z[(0;c;)1 -6(0;),], (86) 

O:(x:)+R-‘H@;(x:) = fi-‘(B,+B,)O;(X:)+(~-X*:)~‘~(O;“;),, (87) 

where only the lateral stresses (a:), and (a;)2 are involved. 
The following function will appear in the solution to (86) : 

K(z) = (z’ - 1)3’2, 

which satisfies the condition 

(88) 
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K+(x:)--K-(x:) = -i2(1 -x:)~‘*. 

With the above function K(z), the solution to (86) could be found, and it is 

1247 

(89) 

. 

ol(z) =~(Z2-1)"'[(~~)~-s(~~)2]+e3Z3+e2Z2+e,Z, (90) 

where the vector polynomial 03z3 + 02z2 + 6,~ is so introduced that O,(z) tends to O( l/22) as 
z tends to infinity. The coefficient vectors are then determined as 

‘93 = - :[(o;)~ -6(0;)~], O2 = 0 and 0, = ii[(a;), -6(~;),]. (91) 

Writing eqn (87) in its components, or equivalently, taking the inner product of (87) with 
RTH, wT and wTH, we obtain 

( 1 
. 

4:l(xr)+~-‘$,(x:) = g1- 2 1 lh (1 -x*:)3/2 - ih,x*: +iih,x:, (92) 

~~2(X?)+Iz~l2(X~) = g2- ijh2 (1 -x*:)312 - ih2x*: +iih*xf, 
( 1 

(93) 

$T3(4?+413(X?) = g3-ih3 
( ) 

. 
(1-x*:)3’2-~h3x*:+i~h3x~, (94) 

where 

h,W+&*+h3& = R-‘@,+B,)[(a$), -6(03,], (95) 

91w+g2@+93w3 =(6y),. (96) 

The components hrs and giS are derived by taking the inner products of eqns (95) and (96). 

h 
I 

= fir@2 +B,M-@, --8W7)21, h 
2 

= m=(B2 +%WEh -&~i7)21 

MTHw I-‘WTHtV ’ 

h 
3 

= wf(B2 +~)[(a;)~ 4G)21 

w:Hw3 

and 

91 = 
@TWa;) L w’H(q3 I wTH(G) I 

fiTHw 
9 92 = WTH#, 9 Q3 = 

w:Hw3 ’ 

Hence, (92)-(94) are then scalar equations ; they can be solved easily as done in Chen and 
Hsu (1995). Indeed, they are constructed from the known solutions for isotropic bimaterials, 
the complete solution is 

@1(z) = ~,,(z)w+~12(z)*++,3(z)w3, (97) 

where 
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-i (nr$ +n, ,z+n,O), 

ts)mi’](gI - $2) 

- i>. 
(n22z2+n2,z+n20) 

and 

h3 +(z’- 1)’ Z(n,,zL+n,,-_+n,,). 

(98) 

(99) 

(100) 

The vector polynomials nIzz2 + n, ,z + nl0, n2g2 + nZ,z f n,, and nx2z2 + nj,z + nxo are also intro- 
duced such that all the component solutions, (98)-(loo), tend to 0(1/z’) as z tends to 
infinity. The coefficients are then determined. 

n 
n,, = i----h,, 

i 

2(Af 1) 
n,, = i2sn, r = - :--ch,, 

/.+ 1 

h,, 
I 

n22 = i-----hh,, 
2(1+1) - 

= -i2sn 
1 1 

n21 22 = ,-&;h?, 
AS-1 

nzl) = i,_iE(E+i)(2g2 -h2)-i hz, 

1 
n32 = ;hi, n31 =; and n3” = 

1 
jn32-l-h, ,3 = 8. -I-h, .1 = 4. -n32. 

So far, the solution to the regularly perturbed-interface crack of anisotropic bimaterial 
is obtained to the first-order of the unevenness of crack face. Then, the complex potential 
vector functions f,,(z) and f*,(z) can be determined from (43)-(46) with the found O,(z) 
and Q,(z) for those physical quantities in both materials. 

STRESS INTENSITY FACTORS 

The traction in the bonded interface a distance r ahead of the crack tip is given as 

t(r) =(27cly1 ‘[Kr”w+K~-“bv+KK,w,]. (101) 

It reads that the interface traction at each fixed point r can be decomposed into two 
components : one is along w3 and the other is in the plane spanned by Re[w] and Im[w]. 
This equation may be taken as the defining equation for the complex K and real K3. As r 
approaches the tip, the I+ component has a square root singularity and the planar com- 
ponent is oscillatory, with K3 and K measuring their intensities, respectively. The results 
are clearly the analogue of the corresponding ones for isotropic bimaterials. After deriving 
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the expression of t(r) with the obtained solutions in the last two sections, the stress intensity 
factors can be easily extracted by comparison with eqn (101). 

The stress intensity factors derived from the zeroth-order solution are 

K= &2-“(l+i2e)(l+;i-‘)a (102) 

and 

KS = &2c, (103) 

which are induced only by 0; and the stress intensity factors derived from the first-order 
solution are 

-_- 
K= ~~2-“(1+i2~)(n,,+n~,+n,,+n,,+n,,+n,,) 

= E P-* nme(l +ie)(l +i2e)[#z, -(A+ l)gl] 

and 

K, = ~,/i(lt,z + n31 +n,,+n,,+n,,+n,,) = 44n3, +a 

= EL&73 -A319 

& 

(104) 

(105) 

where a$ and a;“3 are the only considered far-field stresses. 
The structure of the near-tip fields around an interface crack has been identified, with 

only one real and one complex factor K3 and K. In principle, for a given boundary value 
problem, these factors should be determined by the external geometry and load, and can 
be used in a similar way as the conventional stress intensity factors in Irwin’s fracture 
mechanics. The results obtained in (102) and (103) are the basic solutions to the problem 
of finite interface crack of anisotropic bimaterial, but they are induced only by the far-field 
stresses c$. Once the stresses og diminish and the other stresses a;“l and oy3 dominate the 
fracture behavior of the perturbed-interface crack, then the corresponding stress intensity 
factors become the results presented in (104) and (105). The results in (104) and (105) have 
been multiplied by E which represents the unevenness of the crack faces. As the simple 
example proposed in Chen and Hsu (1995), the critical fracture parameters, such as KS 
and K”, can be found experimentally with eqns (102) and (103), then these critical values 
are used to determine the stresses (gF,))critical and (g73)critical from (104) and (105) when these 
lateral stresses dominate the fracture behavior in some practical cases. In general, in eqn 
(lOl), the two eigenvectors w and w3 should be normalized to be dimensionless to give 
conventional dimensions for stress intensity factors. The different choices of normalization 
affect the definition of stress intensity factors by a real factor to K3 and a complex factor to 
K. 

For some necessities, the energy release rate G is more useful than the stress intensity 
factors. Hence, with the expressions in (102)-(105) and the relationship between the energy 
release rate and the stress intensity factors, one will have the corresponding energy release 
rate for different loading cases. The energy release rate is so defined as 

G = ~=(H+~wlK1*/(4cosh2 n~)+;w:(H+~w,K:, (106) 

which is cited from Suo (1990) 
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ON SOLUTIONS FOR ORTHOTROPIC MATERIALS 

In this section, bimaterials are considered with the xy-plane as a mirror plane, in which 
the in-plane and antiplane deformations are decoupled. They can be treated separately 
here. At first the authors will consider the antiplane-field. Hence, in eqn (ll), fj(~) is 
identical zero for a material with such a symmetry. The characteristic equation for antiplane 
deformation becomes 

The expression sMsSs - (s,,)‘, a principal minor of the compliance matrix, is positive. Hence 
there are two complex conjugate roots to (107). According to the convention the root with 
a positive imaginary part is chosen, i.e. 

P3 = (s45 +i(s,,s,, -.s$.O’~~)/S~~. (108) 

Only one holomorphic function,f(z,) is needed to represent antiplane deformations, with 
z3 = x+pL3y. The representations (7)-(10) reduce to 

uj = 2ReLMz,)]. T, = -2Re[Lf(z,)], 

0 z3 = 2WW(z,)l, cl3 = -2Re[Lp&,)]. (109) 

Now the defined 3 x 3 matrices L, A and B reduce to scalars. They are 

L = - 1, A = iB, B = (s44s55 -si5)’ ‘. (110) 

With these reduced results, the stress intensity factor derived from the zeroth-order solution 
in (103) will reduces to 

K3 = &a:~, (111) 

which is derived by obtaining c = ir~?~ from (65) and the stress intensity factor derived 
from the first-order solution in (105) then also reduces to 

K3 = E&?:+l?2) P,(G), +~~,(63)21. (112) 

Besides, for a homogeneous material with xy-plane as a mirror plane, the characteristic 
equation for in-plane deformation, specialized from (1 l), is 

14(p) = s,,~4-22s,h~~+(2S,2+Shh)~2-22S26~++S22 = 0. (113) 

The roots of eqn (113), which have been shown by Lekhnitskii (1963), can never be real 
and thus they occur in two conjugate pairs. Assuming they are distinct, we can choose two 
different roots, pl and p2, with positive imaginary parts, to each of which a complex variable 
z, = x + pj is associated. The field quantities can be expressed by two holomorphic functions 
f,(zr) andfi(z,), as obtained by discardingf,(z,) in (7)-(10). 

The matrices A, L, B and H are 2 x 2 now the elements for A and L can be specialized 
from (12) and (13) with q, = v2 = 0, while 

(114) 

To gain more insight, the principal axes of each material are taken to be in x and y 
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axes, since other orientations may be treated by in-plane rotations and the associated tensor 
rules shown in Ting (1982). Given an orthotropic solid, since s,~ = s26 = 0, only four elastic 
constants, s, ,, sz2, s12 and sM, enter the plane problem formulation. Using the defined 
parameters by Suo (1990) 

Y = ~11/~22? P = ;(2~12+%6m1~22)-1’2, (115) 

where the two parameters measure the anisotropy in the sense that y = 1 when the material 
has transversely cubic symmetry and y = p = 1 when the material is transversely isotropic. 
The positive definiteness of the strain energy density requires that 

y > 0 and -l<p<c.c. 

The characteristic equation (113) is then 

yP4+2py”2$+1 = 0. 

The roots with positive imaginary parts are 

PI =v ’ -1i4(n+m), p2 = i~-114(n-m), for 1 <‘p’< co, 

p, = y-1’4(in+m), p2 = y-‘/4(in-m), for -1 < p < 1, 

p, = p2 = Iy-‘j4, 

n = [i(l +p)]“‘, m = ]i(l -p)JLi2. 

The matrix B for an orthotropic material, reduced from (114), is 

B= 
2ny”4(S”SZ2)“2 I(@’ ls22)1’2 +s’A 

-i((s’ls22)1/2+s12) I 2ny-1’4(s”s22)‘i2 ’ 

(116) 

(117) 

(118) 

It is interesting to note that B is still well-behaved even if p = 1 (d and L are singular for 
this case). The matrix H for two orthotropic materials with ahgne&principal axes is 

” 

H= 
Hll iB(W IH22)1’2 

-WHl IH2d1’2 H 22 

(119) 

where 

HI 1 = [2ny”4(sl 1~22)~‘~lrx= 1+ [2ny1’4(s1 ,~22)*‘~]a_z, 

I.322 = [2ny-1’4(s,,S22)1’21~~l +[2ny-~/4(st~‘St2)‘~.2J~_2r 

0-h lH22)“‘B = KS’ ‘~22)“~ +~121c,=1-~~~ll~2*~1’2+~~il.=2. (120) 

Here /I is the same as 5 in (61) when the materials are orthotrobic. The non-oscillatory 
fields can be obtained if H is real, or /I = 0. 

The oscillatory index e now becomes 

e = (27~)’ In [(I +/I)/(1 -/?)I. (121) 

The normalized eigenvector, its definition form given dimensionlessiy by Suo (1990) to give 
conventional dimensions for stress intensity factors, is 
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w = [-ii,i(H,,/H,,)“2]T. 

Hence the complex constant a can be determined with (119) and (122). 

(122) 

(123) 

and the complex stress intensity factor in (102) is then determined as 

K = &2-“(I +i2e)[ia;, +(Hz2/H, ,)“‘2a&]. (124) 

With the component expression of the matrix B in (118). we will have the component 
expression of B + B for determining h, 

B+B = c 4127’ A($, ,,Y2:)’ z 0 

0 4ny m”4(s, ,SZ1)’ ? 1 
(125) 

Then h, can be determined, 

Another constant y, can also be determined, 

9l = i(ofl), +W2JHIl) 2(o;2)1. (127) 

With the obtained h, and y, the complex stress intensity factor in (104) can also be 
determined without further difficulty. 

CONCLUSION 

Due to the agreement with reality, regularly perturbed-interface crack discussed in the 
present paper is a more practical model to analyze the real interface crack, especially for 
the fracture behavior dominated by lateral stresses. As the similar study by Chen and Hsu 
(1995), the basic techniques to analyze the regularly perturbed-interface crack of anisotropic 
bimaterial are constructed successfully. The primary techniques are LES representation 
and perturbation analysis. The LES representation named by Suo (1990) always provides 
a formalism for solving anisotropic elastic problems and now is still valid for treating the 
perturbed-interface crack. While, the perturbation analysis is used to divide the formulation 
of the interesting problem into two solving groups to the zeroth-order and to the first- 
order, the interface crack is slightly perturbed. Then the regular perturbation procedures 
provide solutions to both the orders, and the corresponding stress intensity factors are 
obtained. With the finished study in this paper, the concept of interface fracture mechanics 
now includes treating an interface crack of anisotropic bimaterial, which has regularly 
perturbed surfaces. 

The stress intensity factor is of the most concern in this paper. There are two groups 
of stress intensity factors determined to the zeroth-order and to the first-order, respectively. 
The stress intensity factors to the zeroth-order are induced only by CT; and the ones to the 
first-order are induced by a;, (05)~ and (05)~. When the remote stresses a$, (a$), and 
(a;>2 are of the same order. Then it is enough to use the zeroth-order solution to represent 
the near-tip behavior as those analyses in past papers where the interface crack is assumed 
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to be a flat thin-cut. Because the unevenness parameter E is small, neglecting the first-order 
effect will not give any serious consequences. That is why the interface crack can always be 
assumed to be a flat thin-cut. But when the lateral stresses (0;) , and (ai’j)z are much more 
crucial than oz, the order of magnitude of the first-order effect may be the same as or 
higher than the one of the zeroth-order effect. For this sake, the first-order solution becomes 
more and more important, provided that the fracture behavior is dominated by the lateral 
stresses. However, in the first order solution, the lateral stresses and CT; both give contri- 
butions. If the lateral stresses are so much more crucial, then a$ can be ignored in the first- 
order solution. Nonetheless, we still have the effect induced by 05 in the zeroth order 
solution. Hence, CJ~ was taken away from the derivation of the first-order solution as the 
authors did in this paper. On the other hand, it also makes the final solution elegant and 
delicate to drop the remote stresses a; out of the derivation of the first-order solution. 
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